


Mareh éth, 1800,

ify dear Mr. Low:

it does not arpear that there is any sssential 4if-

ference, in respect of safely. between a dome held up by iron trasses

and a self-supporting dome of tiles. The Srjenston Ngseniron work

and the masonry thai rests upon it will expand and contract unequally,

under changes of temperature, has, [ understand, no seientifie sup-

port and 1s not warranted by experisnce. Sush a construastion is not

specially liable to srasks or to openings of the joints. = ‘A Guasta-

vino arch is also, in spite of the contractor's apparent unwilling-

ness to answer for it, sound in theory and sufficiently tested, as I

believe, in practice.

If the cost of the two were also the same, I should myself

greatly prefer the latter, and if consulted should urge itis adoption.

The mixed construction of iron snd masonry io complicated and heteroge-

nous, and the iron iteelf a highly artificial vroduet, chemically un--

atable, 80 to sreak, and only to be prevented Fron ¥usting, and itkasYes
turning to the earth Trom which 1t was extorted, by constant vigildnee.

It is ite nature Lo decay. This does not commend it, to my mind, =~

as 3 material for monumental purposes. Domes of tile, on the other

hand, are simple in design and homenendas in eonstruetion, and the ma-

terial of which they are composed is the most indestructible that the

arts have produced. They seem a suitable element in a work of whish
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simplicity and dicnity 2re the lsading characteristics,

lforeover the charm of Phe dome lies not alone in ite shape
but in nr asretion of it, in the idea that it ia celf-slirrorted and

hangs in the air. It is even more captivating to the mind than to

the eye. But the proposed construction is not 2 real dome, it is

only an ingenious contrivance to produce the effeat of one. I think

this sort of thing,----1like the great Gothie vault in the Assembly

Chamber at Albany, which was held together by iron frames sonsealed in

the roof, and whieh as long as it lasted was a raprsach ts all eon-

cerned ,---~-ig disturbing and distastefnl, ‘One dees noti\like ithe ides,
Cen Dhade NV alarm:One ean take no real satinfastion 15 wie’ verutel Yor HERaiding,

something whieh has to be forgotten or forgiven. Tomas oftile, on

the other hand, really are what they appear to he.

But this distinotion is based solely on odnziderations of

fitness and artistic propriety, considerations whish appealratherto

the architeet than to the eivil engineer. It 15 a muestionfor taste

end feeling, not 2 matter of business. But such sonmiderations are

not cut of place in the present inetanes and might haturally have os

decisive weight, if the balance hung evenly. Thluekily the coat

weighs down the orrosite scale. How mush it would be worth while

to give for the satisfastion to be derived from the more suitabledha

harmonious treatment it is, of course, hard to say. ‘Penthousand

dollars would seem to be an excessive amount. But if thechange

could be made, as perhaps it ean, for Five thousand, or Tix, it mizsht
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be worth it.

Af to the corner stone, there may he some notion among the

Freemasons, or other formalists. that it ie more proverly set 'in one

rlace than in another. Bat if so, I never heard of it. - In laying

the corner stone of the Wemorial Hall we put it whevrs it was most son-

venient. which happened to a in an internal angle toward the norih-

wr. Perhave thie precddent iz as gond as any €or your vrooss.eta] t.



January 8, 1687.

My dear Mr. Low:-

1 have no change to suggest In the salaries now

given to wy assistants. These are the same that 1 named in

my letter of January 22, 1821, with the exception that Hr.

ress 1s pald 52,800, and Mr. Snelling $2,000, instead eof

vice versa, and that Mr, Warren has been added to the list,

with a salary of £1,000. In other respeets the expenses of

the Department are the same now as then.

me Meanwhile the work of the School has heen largely

pxtende, not only by the increase in the number OIstUGRHTS,

from about sixty to about a hundred, and by our assumption

of all the work in Mathematics; Mechanies snd Engineering

formerly given by Mr. Van Amringe, ir. Peck and Mr. Trowbridge

and by the introduction of a Courss in Building Materials,

in which we undertake a chief nart of the work formerly done

for us by Dr. Chandler, Dr, Newberry and Hr. Greenleaf, but

by the introduction of stated exercises in the writing of

English. This was authorized by a vote of the Paeulty in May,

1894, giving us leave to avall ourselves "of the services of

the Dapartment of Rhetoric and English Composition in the

revision and criticism of Essays upon Architectural subjects.”

It proved impracticable however, to profit by the good will

of that Department, the time of the Professors baling entirely



oecupled by thelr inereasing work in the College. These

exercisss proved however so salutary to our mon, giving them

a much needed diseipling and conspicuously elevating the ine

tallectual tone of the School; that they have gradually been

extended to the whole School, the lower classes writing

raports or assays every week, and the Fourth Year ¢lass and

Speeial Students more serious painters once a month,

Under this arrangement every legture has heen cara

Tully reported by two men in eaeh Class, the others prapar-

ing every waak a brief essay on some architectural subjaeet,

The reports are gorracted and eritielzed hy the lecturers,

and then before going bask to the writers are given to our

two deat and dumb students; who are thereby saved much trouble

and axpanse., The Essays are oritielized hy ifr. Sherman,

whose literary tastes and attalnments well qualify him for

this work. I myself besides reviewing the fifteen or twenty

raports of my own leetures which come in every week, have

also revision and correction of the twenty monographs of

say fiftesn or twenty pages each prepared by the Fourth Year

men every month or six weeks as the result of thelr stddies

in Adwanced Architectural Histery.

Meanwhile the natural growth and development of our

work and the inersased slaboration of our methods has corres-

pondingly inersased the amount of work done by ourselves as

well as that done by the 8tudants. The work in Design has been

extended from three wears to four, that in Ornament from two

¥.



Years to three, and that in Scientific Construetion and

Engineering from one year to two. On both sides more is

undertaken and it is done more thoroughly. But our standard

of performance still advances faster than we ean keep up with
§ .

This makes us all pretty busy, but no one is ser.

lously burdened by it except myself, though my own work is

somewhat lightened this year by the presence of Mr. Gunn,

He is oceuplad with what we give him to do mainly out of

sghool hours mostly revising and praparing papers and other

elerical work which dees not interfere with his own studies.

He proves to be a most satisfactory assistant, and seems $0

he finding the advantages that he was hoping for.

The time I give to these papers myself, and the two

or three hours a day taken up by the strictly administrative

work whieh comes to me through the Dean's office, include

ing a considerable correspondence and mueh interviewing by

parents and guardians and by the Students themselves; is in

addition to the twenty-five hours a week fer which I am sched

uled in the Scheme of Attendance, two hours every morning,

and thres every afternoon, 1 cannot of course attend to all

this work in person,and, as I wrote you in August 1894, 1

keap constantly at hand an alter apo , This place, as 1

then sald, was at that time filled by Pope; whe wes helping

me prepare my Winter's work during the Summer and admirably

served me during the following Winter in earrying it out, and

I was hoping for a continuanes of thiz service vhen in the



summer of 1885 the MeKim Pellowship carried him off. In

his place 1 was so fortunate as toe secure the aid of Partridge,

a Student in the Department for a couple of years in 1886 and

1887, who more than supplied the loss.

The new rooms in the Havemeyer Building will aceome

modate one hundred and fifty students instead of a hundred.

Our prasént members have come to us without special effort

on our part, and indeed until we have begun to get out ef

the purely formative and experimental stages, 1 have never

felt much inclined to the blowing of trumpets. OQCireoumstances

have however within a year or two given the School consid-

erable repute, and it ls reasonable to axpeet that the special

means now in hand for extending a knowledge of what we are

doing, under the principles and methods that we employ, will

presently add to our mmbers involving a aorresponding

inerease in our teaching force, But sven with our present

numbers an additional assistant of high quality is needed if

we are to advance or even maintain ow present standard of

performance. This additional strength 12 not only necessary,

but is for several reasons speeially desirable as a matter of

policy. In the first place there 1s a growing demand in this

country for a more advancad professional training than is now

offered in our Architsetural Schools. Forty or fifty Amer

feans, among whom are a dozen or fifteen of our ovr Graduates,



are now in Paris profiting by the gratuitous instruction

offered by the Ecole des Beaux'Arts. But this pressure

has induced a restriction of the privilege and only ten for

eipgners are now admitted at one time, including Swiss, Ital-

ians, Germans and English as well as Americans, This for

most men means a long, expensive, and not very hopeful

delay, and creates an active demand for an alternative that

shall be a real equivalent. Already the Institute of Tegh-

nology, under MM. Despradells, has set on foot a Post-

Graduate Course which he does not hesltate to advise his men

to take rather than to risk their fortunes in Paris. Ve have

oursdlves; among our University Students, a number of men

who would be in Paris, if they wefe not here. Our position

is a favorable one for meeting this demand if we are pre-

pared for 3t as it arises. Not only is our own equipment as

good as any, but the Museums and Libraries and the opportun-

ities Tor studying every specles of construction and decora-

tion whieh the City offers give us advantages which so far

we have only begun to profit by. Thess ars advantages

however which can be made the most of only by advanced stu-

dents, as it is obviously our poliey to do everything we can

to build wp our Post-graduate work. Itis better worth our

while to spend our time and the Trustees' money upon mature

Students and: to do what we can to attract them, than to stim-

ulate the attendance of beginners, half of whom soon drop

off, s0 that the time and money spent upon them is wasted.

By



Moreover, as our methods take definite shape they

prove to be in many respects quite different from those of

Paris, or of the other American Behotls, in detall and in

spirit, and as I believe, and am sncouraged to believe by men

in the profession wpon vhose Judgment 1 can rely, better

adapted te the nedds and to the temper of Agerican young men.

At any rate they constitute what is really a new departure,

an experiment based upon owr own experience and one that it

is in the interests of professional eduation to develop inte

its full proportions as promptly as may ba, so as fully to test

its merits and defeets.
The time RhCai when it 1s necessary

to relieve the present strain, and to provide for the probe
able neads of the Immediate future by adding a highly compe

tent assistant to our force. But men competent, by natural

gifte and efficient training, to undertake such difficult and

untried work, are few, and among thesethere ure few who care

te give up the attractions of active professional life for an

Academic career.

It was in view of this that some years ago after

saving, in answer to your enquiry,that our present force was

sufficient Torour present needs; I added that nevertheless

whenever I should rind a competent person available for such
work, I should not hesitate to ask the Trustees te add him to

our number, Rortunately no one turned wp until now and now he

is needed. I shall therefore be much obliged if the

Trustees will next vear appoint Mr, W: 7. Partridge, of vhose



excellent quality we have now had abundant experience to be

a Imeturer in the School of Architecture; st an appropriate

8L1arY.

Mr, Partridge was born $n 1667; hls father who had

been an Officer of Volunteers being then as now in the service

of the State Department at Washlagton, During the two years

that he was in the School in 1888 and 1887, he distinguished

himsell not only by his remarkable draughtmenship, but by

great intelligence and by admirable and engaging traits of

character, His uncle, Mr. Shearman of Drooklyn, who waa

bearing his expenses, being then unfortunate in business,

Partridge went to Boston in the hope of taking the Rotaeh

Travelling ScBolaraship, as the only available moans of carry-

ing on his education. This he easily won in 1880, although,

not caring $0 have a "walkover he had somewhat charasteris-

tically gong out of his way to organize a Class of a dozen

Competitors, whose training he began himself and then handed

them over to Prof. letang, M.Despradellds predecessor at the

Institute. After two years of eager and intelligent study in

France and Italy, he came baok to Boston and then after an

interval of somewhat doubtful health went by invitation to St.

Louis upon a permanent and profitable engagement. The work
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of his employers howaver {finally so changed in character that

he felt that he was not really the man they needed, and he

threw up his engagement and returned to New York in the Sune

mer of 1885.

I had long had hl in mind as the man whose help and

co-oparation would be of pore value (0 us than almost anyone

¢f the several hundred Students that had within thirty years

passed under my hands, and in this opinion I had been confirmed

by what I had seen of him during a week in Chicago two Summers

before, whan he came from St. Louis at Mr. MeEin's invitation,

and we were guests together in Mr. MeKim's house, This gave

me a chance to renew an acqualntanee that had never been whol-

ly interrupted, and to diseuss with hls the problems of pro

fessional education that were occoupying my mind. Inte these

ho entered with zeal and indeed confessed that this was a

business that he had never been able to keep his hands off,

and that he had at that moment a class of draughtsmen in

8t., Louls upon whom he was trying the educational methods

that his study and travel both here and in Burope had suggest~

ed te him,

It seemed too good to be true when on coming to New

York he sald that 17 I had any work to which he could turnhis

hand in the School, he would rather do it for a while, and

80 secure a cortain independence; than ageept any of the flat-

tering offers which he found awaiting him, He was tired eof

the routine of office work and had moreover some work of his
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own to attend to which would last some months and made it cone

venient for him to have a part of his time at his command.

Singe then he has with ineressing efTisiency and

success done for me so much of my own work as 1 hove not had

time to attend to, developing it in ways in which I had my-

soll neither the special gifts nor the training to take the

lead. He has taken all my alterncon work iB the Drawing Acad-

eyy with the BSeeond Year men and their Morning Lecture in

Design, and has also divided with ir. Hamlin the Third Year

Design and Drawing, the Third Year and the Pourth Year (lass

a3 together being mors than one man ean properly look after.

His intersst in the work has become so great.and he

is so successful in it, that he is disposed to adopt it as

a career. Indsed last summer he refused an offer from Mr.

MeKim te go to Rome for three vears as Director of The Amer-

ican School of Architecture in Rome,preferring the experience

he was getting here to the advantages of a residence in Italy.

I proposes that he shall be made a Leeturer, since

the aprointed salary of an Instructor would be inadequate to

the quality of his serviee, and much below what ho has been

in the habit of receiving as a mere draughtsman, But 1% would

obviously be premature to make him an Adjunet Professor,

Moreover his general, as well as his professional edueation

has been so broken and imperfect that he would not feel that

he could answer to the impliéations of sueh a title.

But he is very daslirous to establish a valid elaim
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to Academic recognition and to achieve an Academic status,

and 1 should hope that it would be practicable for him prose

ently to complete his School studless; as he wishes to do,

pass his examinations, get his degree in due course, and as

time goes on qualily himself for the degrees of Master of Aris.

This appointment would for the present afford ade-

quats relief to a situation which has beeome untenable. Such

further personal assistance as I may next year provide for

mysall will enable us to get through the year suceessfully,

unless thars shonld he a greater inerease in the mmber of

Students than is at once to be expected. Hut our own exper-

ience shows, snd 1 find that the same thing has proved true

in other Schools, that the efficient supervision and instruc

tion of Classes in Architeetural Design vequivres one instruct

or for every twenty or thirty nen.

3
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Mareh 31st,, 1897

Dear Dr, Chandler:-

1 entirely agree with you that your men should

study the Calculus, and 1 am not at all sure that you are proposing

te overwork them. But they ought not, of eourse, to have any bur-

dens put upon them that are at all unneeessary, and 1 am disposed

to believe that the amount of time assigned to mathematies in your

schedule is more than is really needed for your purpose.

Very moderate attainments in arithmetie arc all that anyone

needs, either for the common uses of life or as a preparation for

the study of algebra and trigonometry. The simplest operations

of algebra, if made thoroughly familiar, suffiee as an introduction

to analytical geometry. The most elementary conceptions in regard

to analytie are all that is needed for the Calculus, or indeed,

for Mechsnies and Bngineering, in which, again, it is desirable io

have a thorourh comprehension of the theory of Differentiation and

Integration, but it is not neeessary to be a skillful manipulator

of those proeesscs.

In all these subjects what is most needed, even in the study

of their application to other seienecs, is familiarity with the

seientifie conceptions which they embody, and with the technical

‘apms in which these coneeptions are expressed. 1t is as a form

of thouzht, contemplating the real relation of quantities, and as

a language, oxpressing those relations, that they are chiefly val-



uable.

1t seems to me that all these studies shold ba pursued by

the Architeets,and also 1 faney, by the Chenisth, from this point

of view, In each subject they should cover only a limited field,

the f'ield defined by the practical applications to their needs.

But within that field the ground should be made so familiar that

the ideas involved ghall get into the fibre of the student's mind

and beeome a part of his cormon sense, This 1s nct soc neccssary

for the professional mathematician, or perhaps for the Engineers.

These eontinue to pursue the mathematical path, and even if it is

at first a little obseure, use soon makos all things plain,. But

Arehitects and Chemists have to get at sehcool all the mathemat ies

most of them are ever to know. They need to have it, what of it

ther do have, so elear in their minds that they ean nover forget it.

There is not time to learn much in this Way. 1t is wise for vs,

then, as ] have said, to till but a limited portion of the field,

the portion that will bear most practical fruit, but within that

range to dig deep, and turn the soil over again and again,

Our own experience is justifying this view. Our men give

only two hours a week to Analyties and the Calculus in place of

four. But they understand these subjects sufficientlr for every

purpose to which thev need to'apply them, as well as for the vupr=

poses of sewentifie thought. They ‘tell me the differentiation

and integration are as simple, to their minds, ss multiplication



and division, or powers and roois.

Involution and evelution, indecd, illustrate very well what 1

have in mind, ¥e can all maltiply last enough, but the inverse

process finds us halting. Getting out the square root is not so

difficult, with a little consideration,. But how many members of

our Faculty, or of any other scientific body, can extract the eube

roots of numbers, or indeed, ever could, without a book? Jt is

not necessary that we should, and this ignoranee and incapaeity

igs no bar to our seientific attainments or coneeptions in the realm

of ‘quantitative discussion. So with Integration, he theory of

Integration is one of the corner stones of modern seionce. A man

griters a new intellectual field when it first breaks upon his vig=-

lon. 1t is well Tor him to vpractiee the process in its simpler

formg, so as fvlly to profit by the mental experience. More than

this is a waste of time. For this enables one to read the lan=

guage of mathematies, and to follow the argument of the sciences

that employ it, as Chemistry is coming tc do. This is all that,

in the applied scienees, most men ever have nsed of. 1t is all

the mathematies that men whose bent lies in other directions nave

time and attention for, at least in school. 1f ever they have

oeceasion to extend their range, they ean do so when the oeeasion

presents itself. Nobody need expeet, even in a school of scienee,

to learn all the scienee he will ever require, or to study any

seicnee with thoroughness exeept, perhaps, his own.



Within one's own domain a man understands things in order to

do them, but cutside he does things only in order t¢ understand

the. © Beyond that point, pains spent in becoming a skillful mane

ipulator and expert solver of problems, whether in the laboratory

or at the desk, seems to mé to be a misdirected: endeavor.

When we some years ago divided our work into alternative

courses, as you are now doing, we established this minimvm work in

Mathematies and Mechanics as a sufficient preparation for the mini

mum work in Architeetural PFngineering which we exaet of the men

who elect the course in Advaneed Fistory and Design, 1f the men

who eleet Advaneed Architectural Engineering are found to need

more mathematies ‘and mechanies than this it would be easv for them

to study some additional chapters, at the beginning of the fourth

year. So far, however, we have found no oeeasion for this.

In your own ease 1 should think a minimum Course of study

might in like manner be arranged for the men who are to tzke Organ=

ie and Aralytieal Chemistry, and then make special provision for

the Chemical Engineers, if thev are found to need it.

If this should incidentally reduce the total number of hcurs

it would go some way to meet Mr, Van Amringe's objcetions,
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126 East 28th Street,

New York, June 21, 1897.

Dear Mr.Carrare:-

You are quite at liberty to show my letter of lest

week to anyone Interested in these questions. 1 shall be very glad

if any experienee 1 have had can aid in finding a satisfactory so-

lution to them. They are difficult.

The attempts] have myself made in this direction

have been intended mainly to diminish the waste of time, labor and

expense which eompotitiondS so oiten 1rvolvesg., This it seems to me

perfectly practicable to do, since the main distinction to be made

between Rasipmmve-tmikipd different solutions of the same problem

is #adndy one of kind. A comparison of the first sketches in which

an idea takes shape shows what sort of thing is intended about as

well us the most elaborate presentation of it. Unfortunately a

competition of sketches is diificult te bring about, sinee Commit-

tees generally want about all they can get for their money, or for

nothing, and architects arc eager to give their ideas a "complete

presentation.” This Public Library Competition is from this point

of view an interesting experiment, and it may show by example that

less elaborate work sui'ficles for an lntelligent choice than is

generally supposed.

This was the intention in the case of the Cathedral

seven vears sgo. But the plan was defeated at the last moment
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by the Committee's substituting a sixteenth seale for the thirty-

second scale which I had recommended to the Bishop. THis was

substituting finished drawings for sketehes, with the result

that thousands of dollars were spent upon drawings which, when

they came to be examined, never received more than a moment's

consideration. It oe covious at a glance that they were not the

sort of thing that was wanted. Sketches would have made this

just as clear.

But of course this procedure has its ambarrassments.

Sketches are incomplete, and 1t may well happen that though

they sufiice to show which among fifty designs ars not wanted,

they are inadequate to show which one, among several about eaqual-

iy promising, is Tinally to be preferred. They often will,

but sometlmes they may not, and this contingency needs to be

met by providingin this case $50 fuller development of the
schemes In question shall be presented. This sezms to me a per-

feetly reasonable procedure, entirely in the interests of all

parties, as so notable an economy of time and money could hardly

fall to be.

Whether this second trial shall be promised before-

hand, or shall be made contingent on the result of the first trial

is a matter of detail. My own preference would he %o leave the

questicn open, and not to ask for further drawings unless they

proved necessary for an intelligent choice. This hos been my

own practice, in general when 1 have had my own way.

But 1t may also happen that it is impracticable
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clearly to formulate the problem in the first instance. A Com-

mittee may not know what they really want, or, as in the case of

this Library Committee, may be divided in opinion. A4 sketch

competition may then be the most satisfactory way eof clearing up

the subjeet in their minds. It seems to me a perfectly legit-

lmate one. Another way of course is to amploy someone to make

preliminary studies and then to base the programme of requirements

on the result.mx “mAXmxRx Bub I do not think $this works

very well in practice. In the grest Law Courts Qouwpetition in

London in 1866, thousands of pounds were spent on such prelim-

inary work with thse result orely hampering the Competitors.

I have once or twice myself, in formulating the requirements of

my committees, found that the only way to make sure that it was

really practicable to do what was wanted, was to lay out sketch

plans of the different stories, trying differsnt schemes. if

ene of them came out pretty well, there was a strong temptation

to save trouble te the competitors and time to the committees,

by substantially prescribing an arrangement which was in itself

perfectly satisfactory. But 1 have z2lways been glad that this

was not done, other people generally provipg to have ideas as

good as my own. If the prescribing of a scheme is ever advis-

able, it would ssem to be so in the pressnt instance, as {he

study given to tha Library by the Director has given him a per-

factly clear ldea of what Xsxwamksx is wanted. But the Trustees

were unwilling to accept it until they had heard from the pro-

fession.



In the case of the Madison Square Garden also,

although I was perfectly clear in my own mind which of the half-

dozen designs was to be preferred, I could net get the Committee

to set in accordance with my advice until they had satisfled

themselves that eertain ebjectionable features could be overcome.

If not, they were prepared to fall back upon thelr second cholce.

This seems to me a perfectly raticnal and businesslike proce-

dure, entirely in the interests of the anperprise, though of

course vexatious and annoying to the Competitors. In like man-

ner this last week Mr. Schuyler, Mr. Harquand and myself refused

to take the general excellence of Mr. Thomas's design for the

Record building as suirvlclent evidence that he was capable of

remedying its defects, or would be willing to do so. We would

not recommend the scheme for adopbion until the defects had ac-

tually been remedied A bird in the hand is worth two in the

bush, and 1 think that a procedure which enables a cunmittee

to know as nearly as may be what they are golng in lor, instead

of trusting that somehow or other their architect will be able

to make things all right, 13 a businesslike and dafensibls pro=-

cedure.

The alternative, that a {inal judgnent shall he

made at once on the basis of the drawings as first sent in, is

of course desirable, and in the nature of things this is what

generally nappens. But to insist upon it 1s te requires a define.

ftoness of purpose and clearness of idea on the part of the Pro-

jeotors whieh, in the naturs of things, cannot always be count-

ed on. Moreover it requires the competitors to furnish fully

a



wrought out and fully presented schemas. This Involves an the

part of the architect a useless expenditure of labor, and on

the part of the committee, If tic labor spent on the drawings

is 40 ba fxally paid for, as it should he, a useless expendi-

ture of money.

But xkzx 1t is plain there can bs no substantial

reduction in the time and monsy spent unless provision 1s made

for additional work if it proves nacassary. Otherwlss there 1s

a waste of time, labor and money which in an open competition

is a griavous burden on the competitors. In a closz compoti-
cost to

tion the waste is equally great though the mma  =®2 the archi-

tects is less, since it is shared at least in part, by the Gomunit-

tee. They should max zmax%k of conrse bear tha whole of it,

and they will be more willing $0 do so if tha axpense is raduced

to the lowest practicabls Tigure.

1% may be objected that between the Tirst trial

and the second the character of the designs svbmitted may become

known, and unscrupulous compehitors may steal each others!

ideas, 1 have haard ¢f such things happening, and I think

something of this sort is said to have been done in the case of

the Paris Opera House, where the Tirst set of drawings, which

were by no means mere sketches, wete publicly exhibitsd., But I

gannot attach much importance to this consideration. Even iT

privacy were more difficult to sacure than it reslly 1s, ths

advantage any man can get from mere rumor of what other people

ars doing seems to me for the most part a rsgligable anantity.

$4111, in the Public Library Qompstition we have warnsd ths

5.
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competitors to keep thelr drawings to themselves.

It is perfectly %rue of course that the immediate

object in view is not to determine the design but to find an

architect, and that comnlilees cannot expect to know in advance

much more than the general character of what he i3 going to do

for them. But the opposite is equally true, that the nltimate

eblect 15 tc get a building and not the builder, who ls merely

a means {0 an end, and commlttees are right in taking all reas-

onable precautions Lo wake sure that the result will be Just what

they want.

The idea that it 1s well 8 XK that the com-

mittee shonld deeldes at once, Tor better or vorse, as best thay

can upon the evidence before them, finds a close analogy in the

ldea that their professional adviser should pronounce = con-

clusive Judgment in Tsver of one or another of the designs sub-

mitted. This again 1s what generally happens, In my own prac-

tice I have genarally, as In the case of the Madison Square
Bue

Garden, recommended a definite line of actlon., The Committees

naturally and rightly claim scene freedom, and the practice whieh

I have unilormly Tollowed of submitting to their cholee a few of

the best designs, with my comments and recommendations, has

1f seems Lo me everything in its favor. This is the principls

of the Civil Services Examinations which do not deprive the ap-
limit its

pointing power of all freedom of choice, Dug FRekezas exercise
to a certified list of proparly qualified candidates.

1% moreover relisves the vrofessional adviser of



an ultimate responsibility which, in the interests of the work,
ought not to de thrown or ey can decide, according to my

Xxkx lights, amdng the schemes submitted, according to their

technical and artistic merit. But I do net know and cannot learn

Whéch of two bulldings 1s the best machine for doing the work it

1s made for. No inatructions can explain this. Only the engin-

eer who 1s 16 run it can say. I have Tound more than once that

controlling considerations presented themcelves at the last mo-

ment, which nobody had thought of beferchand, bwt whieh turned

the scale; and rightly s0. For the Committee to have followed

my Judgment would have been disastrous. Pnt I had done all that

such an adviser can properly do, by excluding from consideration

the schemes that were intrinsically unworthy, and setting forth

in a clear light thse tochnical and artistic merits and defects

Of the rest.

Moreover, though it often happans that one design

is pre-eminent, it 1s not always so. It is commonly sald that

good plans and good elevations naturally go together. But,this

is not verified by axperience, One offen has to consider ahether

it 1s going to be mora practicable to patch up a poor plan so

48 t0 avall one's self of a fine exterior, or to mend a second-

rate facada so as to seeura the desired plan. This again is

a questlon that 1% is belter to let the competitors furnish the

answer to, by returning them thair drawings Tor Turther study.

But even when plan and elevation are both acceptable, They are

very oftan, though good, not 50 very good as clearly to distance

thelr competitors. In this case one cannot honestly prohounce
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ap dnkexpiixiudgxEnt
an emphatic judgment. To do so is to affect a certainty which he

does not feel, and this is not one of the matters in which

promptness of action is of paramount importance. In this event

the personal tastes and preferences of the Committee have a legit-

imate weight, and this 1s notably the ease when questions of

architectural style come in, If two schemes are intrinsically

abont Eryx equal in merit and the Committee profer a Greek to

a Roman bullding, there is ne reascn why they should not have

thelr way.

In setting forth what soemgd to me to be rational
onal 2%

modes of procedure in these matters I, inevitably describing my

ovn, for I have naturally adopted in practice what I have be-

lisved to be the best. Dut perhaps I have gone more into detail

than I might otherwise have done on account of the language em-

ployed in the paper of which 1 spoke in my letter, and which

was some weeks spo made public. To reguire that professional ad-

visers shall be practicing architects is to exclude, almost by

name, Mr. Babcock. Mr. Chandler, Mr. Laird, Mr. Hamlin and my-

self. As we have had, among us, three or Tour degen compativicns

in our hands during the last twelve years we cannot understand

this formal and public expression of distrust as a pointed con-

demnation of our methods . But I have failed on inquiry to dis-

cover any adequate or intelligent ground for this dissatisfaction.

All I have heen able to get at is that there is an impression
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that we have sometimes glven our committees more freedom of ac-

tion than they desere¥sd or than the necessities of the case pe -

quired,. It is also sald that there are certain classes of

buildings so technical in construction or arrangement that no-

body that has not had a hand in them is competent to judge of

their merits. But it 4s plain that in that oass most practicing

architects are as little ¢ualifled te sit in judgment upon them

as are the teachers in the schools, and that the teachers in the

gehools ars quite as capable of getting expert assistance in

such difficulties, and I think they are quite as likely to do

50, as anybody else, Considering that for a dozen years them

men whose names 1 have mentionzd have used their best endeavors

to put ths practice of competitions on a better footing, not

entirely without result#, it seems to me,--- though much remains

to be done and some of our experiments have proved less success-

fud than others,----that this attitude is unreasonable.

As t0 the other provisions of the paper, it strikes

me that it might have been well to discriminate mers clearly

between things that are objectionable In principle and those

which, {or personal or business reasons, the signers prefer

not to take part in . A physician has a perfeet right to give

notice that he is not %0 he askad to vaccinate ehildren. But

he should say whether he Pm of vaccination, or merely does

not want to do it himself.
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Milton August 27%, 1897,

Dear Hamlin:-
are

The days of a man mf three score years and ten,

and if by reason of strength and temperate living they be four score

years, as ny own will perhaps be, yet after seventy one cannot hope to

accomplish mich, Perhaps he may not wish to, for the desire for rest

and the enjoyment of a holiday, natural to Saturdays and afternoons,

may weal become chronic in the Saturday afternoon of life, even if hig

mind is free from any special care about getting reddy for Sunday. As

I am already sixty-five years old, these things seem to emply that I

have only four of {ivr years left in which to finish my task, and the}

fact that I have already been thirty years at it, fifteen in Boston and

fifteen in New York, and am still in the attitude of a beginner, seons

to imply that unless I use greater ailligence than hitherto in pushing
my endeavors to the point of achievement, nothing wlll really have been

accomplished. The problems entrusted to me will be left unsolved for

other people to take up and solve in other ways.

I dare say that their ways may be better than mine. I have no

overweening confidence in my own ideass In fact it is this uncertainty

that has made me slow ito push them to their just conclusion, or at any

rate has made me content to hint and saggest, and try them by fits and

starte as opportunity offered, instead of organizing my notions into a

system and bringing my assistandbés work as well as my own with-in it.

In fact while I have been a little timid about trying experiments my-

self I have been still more shy of asking other people to try them for

me, Knowing that people naturally take an interest only in their own



enterprises, and knowing also that you weee all more likely to make a

success of it if you followed your own devices than if you undertook fo

follow mine.

Meanwhile however, time has worked ito confirm the prepossessions

with whieh I started and to make me think that one or two ideas, and

the procedures in which they naturally embodied them-selves, were real-

ly not deficient in intellegence, as ldeas go, and at anyrate that they

were sufficiently promising to warrent the expenditure of considerable

capital, in time and thought, to test their servicabdemesg, In such

case it is a matter of duty to bring things to the test of experiment

while there is yet time, if opportdniyy offers, But in this case the

opportunity is at hand, the best that could be desiveds I am like an

inventor who cannot tell the real value of his patent unless he can get

a milypower, and machinary, and a thousand hands, to ppove whether it

is worth anything on a commercial scale. But for us all this plant is

at hand, the School, the libraries, half a dozen coadjutors,-— a dozen,

rather,—— a hundred students.

There is of course no patent in the case, and no novelty of

invention, But it happens that there are one or two notions, old as So¢-

crates, at least, which have for some time seemed to me to be of paramount

importance and to be of far more practical value than most people, though

they recognize thelr reasonableness, seem to think, This being so, it

behooves me to find out whethwr I am right or wrong. Hot to do so is

to neglest my personal opportunity. To refuse to follow ones own lights

such as ther are, is to sin against the Holy Ghost, which is unpardonable,

I an accordingly disposed to take advantage of the vresent turn

of affairs to assume gs somewhat different attitude in regard to all

i



our work,and to put it all upon a somewhat different footing in regard

to my own, from hitherto, The change of gite, the expansion of cur el-

bow room, the alterations already nade in the distribution of our work

and the new arrangement of hours combine to oreate a new opening,and

favor a fresh start, I think we may consider that the first veriod,

that of groping and feeling our way, is over, and that we may now

well begin upon a more confident and definite course, with the confi-

dence justified by our long and instructive experience, This ls as much

as to sav that it is time we took account of stock, considered what

our experience has really taught us, formlated our conelusions, so far

as we can, into practical maxims of behavior, and then carefully and con-

sigtently followed those precepis. Ve can thus find out once for all

whether our ideas are sound, and whether we are wise or fooligh in tak-

ing up with thems
what these notions are, notions that we have already to sone

extent heen conforming to, half by intention, partly under the safe

guidance of circumsiances,I have set forth in a letter that I have just

written to Aldrich, hoping that his intellgzence and exverience would 7

make his reply instructive andsuggestive, The fertile typewriter, which

enablesto reap what he has shown sometimes sixfold, sometime seven, ¥
permits me to enclose a copy of this episide, so that I need not go

over that ground again, What remains is to consult with you and Sher=

man and Kress and Partridge so that all your work may cooverate with

and enforce each others and my own, Perhaps even gnelling's and

Harpinan's and Hornbostel's, though their fields lie a little on one

gldemay afford additional illustrations, I have a faney that if this

is done, if we all work together to trv what id at least an interesting

experiment, we can give all our work a unity which indeed it has al-
pr
*
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ready begun to assume, and can soon discover whether I am all right or

all wrongs Yomr or five years will suffice to answer the quesiion and

perhaps to amendthe programe so as to set right vhatever is wrong about

it.

The further we go the more clear it becomes Bhat our task is

an entirely new one. The questions we are asking are mostly prompted by

our environment and as that is unprecedented queatlons and ansvers are

alike novel. our own experience must be our chief guide. Other peo-

ples successes and failures can offer at best only hinds and suggestions,

to be followed with caution. That there is little need of trying doubt

ful experiments, or those thal seem unpromlsing and incongruous, so

long as our own experience suggests promising lines of conduel, only

nalf exlored, and encourages us to pursue them, There are ehough such

tc ocoupy all cup time and thought,

This next year is ny ®off yveap® and IT=%thdsk I seem have so

11ttle stated work to de of my own that I hopef to find time to attend

to adjustment and coordination of other peoples, luch has already

been done in this direction, and it seeme§ as 1f it would remire no

more time and attention than, among us, we should be able to give to the

matter, to produce an organization that would fairly bear comparison with

the Solar System for singleness of purpose end brillianey of result,

I already seen to hear the misiec of the spheres, and to be

preparing to 54 my wane Dimittisv to that tune.

This has lain half written for a fortnight and is now dated at

Bar Harbor th.
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Milton Mgust 29, 1887,

My Dear Aldrich:i-

I have been thinking that you must be at home by

this time snd have only been waiting for authentic information to drop

you a line , and arrange for your visit. Though this has unhappily be—

come impossible I hore that somehow, somewhere, I ma” be abde to see

you. It is not only to see you and, I should hope, see what you

nave been doing, but I should like to have a quiet hour to talk over

with vou the things that are occupying my mind andgwhich your exper-
ience and observation mar perhaps throw some rb As the work

of the Sehool grows, in stature and in favor, it becomes more diffi-

cult instedd of easier. The obvious and superficial difficulties

disappear only to reveal the und-rlving problems, As obstacles are

removed, so that one is free to do what he choses the responsibility

of the choice becomes more oppressive.

Meanwhile we have done not so much what we would as what we

could, and have thus fallen into ways which have at least the advantage

of being adjusted to the situation, of being native and not borrowed.

After a dozen vears we find ourselves in possession of a body of customs

and traditions of our own, These have grown up without concious theo-

rizing or doetrinaire purpose, Vhen we come to examine them now to

eriticize and improve them and see how far they can be justified to

ourselves and others, we find naturally that we have really been pur-

sueing tol@rably consistent lines of thought which are somewhat at

varience with those of our neighbors, and that to vindicate our procece-



ure we have to formulate theories which are more or less open to @ebate,

But our methods have as I have sald the prima facie justification that

they have sprung from the soil, and if the results are not yet all that

might be desired there is at least an even chance that the shortcomings

are due not to the faults of the system but to the imperfect way in which

we administer it. At anv rate I an myself disposed to take the ground

that since we find ourselves embarked in what is really a novel enter-—

prise, and as ii has shown some practical efficiency and ‘is not without

a show of rationality, our proper course is to give the experiment a

fair trial, pushing our methods promptly to their legktimate issue,

But this is to substitute for a tentative, "opportunist)

voliey a definate program forrmilated upon speculative considerationsi
which is a pretty serious matter. If one is going to lay down "prin-

ciples", and follow them out, he is bound to define them clearly and

to justify them at least io himself,

When I ask myself what the ideas are upon which we are vir-

tually proceeding, I find three ToseralilySietinet notions which we
seem to have taken up with / more or less consistently,

I. In the first place we must needs embody in our work the

idea that underlies all modern instruction, both in the practical arts

and in the learned professions, within a generation or two the sp~-

prenticeship system has almost everywhere broken down and been re-—

placed by systematic instruetion. Much has been lost by the change,

the wholesome contact with work and materials and the almost instinetive

gense of the situation that comes from familiar acquaintance with them;

the vital comprehension that comes from being told, by word of mouth,

just what one needs to know 2t the moment he needs it, so that he needs

to be told it only once and never forgets it; the ptimlating versonal
5



influence and inspiration that comes from thus being brought into touch

with the master workman,-— all this very much disappears. This natural

method, by which things are learned incidentally as occasion presents

them, and even socidontly, so that it seems a mere chance whether many

things are learned at all, was of course slow and cumbersome, wasteful

of time and uncertain in its results. One can easily understand that it

should have been found unsuitable to modern modes of thinking and work-

ing. But it had the prime advantage of starting with facts, and devel-

oping the feelings and judgements that come from acquaintance with things

themselves. But in the practice of the arts skill is more a matter of

feeling thatof comprehension of familiar aegquaintance than of under-
standing, that is as they say in France, of gonnaitre rather then of sa-

voir. Ideas about things, and understanding of their relations, the ¥I

nlaws of the facts®, may be left to come later if at all,

But systematic instruction in schools and by classes must needs

begin at the other end. It has iis roots in analysis and ina seientif-

ic understanding of the relations of things, a sort of knowledge that

may be obtained without rmueh acquaintance with the things themselves,

as even a blind man may study the theory of colors, It tends to a

purely intellectual activity, to make the student know all about his

subject rather than tc acquaint him with its essential qualities. But

this is the business of the connoisseur, and the historian or phllos-

opher, not of the workman or the artist, To begin with the principles

and to deduce from them practical maximg and gethodof procedvre is

likely to make an intellegent and quick witted performer, but theldis

danger that his feelings and sympathies may remain undeveloped, and

that his artistic instineis mar be replaced by consideration of "logique

2.
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and "principe,
The method of instruction bv elasses being nevertheless imposed

upon us by our situation, and these disadvantages being imposed along

with its advantages by this method, the only practical question for us

is how {to reap all the benefits of system, efficiency, thoroughness and

intellectual diseipline, and at the same time to bring out whatever

capacity for the appeeciation or the xrE® creation of excellence, for its

artistic perception or invention, tt our studentsmay be endowed with-
all.

The first idea that governs and controls us being then the idea

that we mist accept frankly, with its advantages and its drawbacks our

intellectual and seientific machingry, the next »oint is to frame a

scheme of instruction whieh while aiming at the exact knowledge and

full understanding of things in all their relations that mark the well

instructed scholar, shall in the imparting of this information train

tha active as well as the merely passive fFfaenlties of mind, exercise

the creative and inventive as well as the receptive powers, and if

possible enable the student to regard the masterpieces of ottron the
point of view of the artist who conceived them rather then from that w

of the historian, eritic or connoisseur.

Bul before proceeding to develop this point and answer this a

question it is worth while to say that our position, as thus defined,

seems to be intrinsically different from that occupied by the Beole

des Beaux-Arts,|fas indeed the difference of environment snd of his-

torical conditions wdtikd naturally make it, The %eole is » a8 I con~

ceive, the outgrowih and ideal development of the apprenticeship sys~

tem, of which it is the perfect flower. Its ateliers, as their name

implys, reproddce under the most favorable conditionsthe essential



educational features of the work-shops of old, The newcomer is thrown

in among his elders and beiters to pick up what he can,as fast as he

can, according as opportunity may offer, turning his hand to whatever

service he is competent to perform and getting taught how to do this or

that, as this or that, in his own work or that of his fellows needs to

be taught him, rThis is the way to do this, that is the may to do that,

vou will find out why, if you want to know, by and by." First come

acquaintance with the factsand skill in mcetimg them, Reasons and prin-

ciples and an understanding of the relations of things come later.

This seems to indicate an essemtial and inevitable difference

between schools founded in our dars and those founded a couple of hun-

dred vears agoe

II. But how to develop the inventive, creative, artistic and

appreciative temper under a svstem which is primarily formal, intecllect-

ual, literary and scientifie, is as difficult a problem as is perhaps the

converse problem, vet unsolved, of cultivating the intellect in schools

of art. The way we ourselves go about it involves the second of the

three ideas with whieh, as I said in the beginning, we have taken up,

for better or worse, and which we are inclined to hold on to until we

have proved by experiment how mich, or how little there is in then,

What this notion is I have already explained at length in the paper

on the teaching of Architectural History, which I sent you a year

ago, The later paper on the teaching of Drawing still further deve

elops it. : :LoetoThis is of course only the familiar notion that 1 S better

to discover things for himself than to be told them, He understands

them better, Yet it is so much easier to be told them than to dis-

cover them for oneself, and it is so much easler and quicker for the

instructor to tell about them than to wait until the students has



found them out, that this princirle,-- except perhaps in kindergartens, -

seers to find little practical recognition, We try to bring it to bear

however in 211 omr work, for it is asservicable in the sciences as in

the arts. In Mathematics and Mechanies it is an enormous gain in the

interest and efficiency of teaching, to substituet problems for theor-

ems, wherever it is practicable to do so, tolling the student along,

from one diseovery to another, and making the results of one problem

serve as date for the next. Mr Spencer's " Inventional Geometry" wes

a somewhat crude essay in this same direction, Of course no boy, nor

man, can work his way all by himself from the Pons Asinorum to the

$heorgp of bridges. But with assistance and guidance he can cover a

good part of the road on his own feet, and reap the profit and satis—

faction of so doing. what we aim to do is to give all the help that is

needed and none that is not, This brings into whatever is done an

element of independence, if not of originaligy, which being exercised

habitually in small and easy things finally puts men intraining to

attack problems of novelty and diffieuliy. Fven those who fail to solve

a problem and have to have it explained to them afterall .ore better off

then if thev had been told things at first. The explanation is more

intelligible, coming to a mind thus prevared to receive it, and is more

welcome, coming as the solution of a difficulty.

in the History work I am hoping to employ themethods more

systematically than hitherto and ms, even if we cannot a2bridge the time

given to history to make the results better worth the time they cost.

But even at present we believe, and we think our graduates agree with

us, that the history is well worth the sacrifices we make to secure it.

But in Design the gain lies not only in this diseipline, Com-

position is the rearrangement in a decorative manner of material



and ornamental
already familiar,-— lines, geometrical figures, #rk structural details,
architectural features,-- a that have been tested bv experience

and approved by custom as well as justified by good taste and the nature

of things..This familiarity can come only by study and there is danger

in acquiring it not only that habits of acquisition shall starve out

the ca aecity for invention, and that the aceumlative resources of the

scolar shall suffice to meet all demands, and so seem to render invention

unnecessary, but that all of this wealth of tradition shall bedome matter

ST Hares scientific interest, The learned architect runs the risk of

becoming an archaeological purist, It is the prime advantage of stud-

ving the sequence of historical forms &amp;8 a series of problems that one

makes their acquaintance from $8 inside, so to speak, not merely sup-
erfiecially, that fo I have said from the point of view of the artist

whe devised them, not from that of the eritie who slalom and defines

them, and whose point of view is likely to be a personal,and is sure

to be a modern one,

These methods of work we have so far taken up only experiment-—

ally od sporadically, as opportunity has offered, not by system. But

so far as we have carried them they have worked well, and , now that

we come to refleet upon them ther seem to be so wel justified in reason,

that I am inclined to push them for all they aretworth , Time will

soon show whether there is as much in them as I faney. If they work

on a larger scale as well as they seem to work now,they will justify

still further the prominence we give to historical studies. These

have so far beew developed somewhat at the expense of the study of

original design, which is a real sacrifice. But if we can shape the

historical work itself into a series of problems in design, we shall

gain all that we have hitherto gained, without losing whatmxgrwe have

hitherto lost.



But here again we have ihe methods of a school, an organized

and systematic procedure, not the chances of apprenticeship, If our

traditions should finally shape themselves upon these lines, their

divergence from the traditions of the Ecole would be the more marked.

The complaint is sometimes made, in comparing American with

European methods, that the fixed curriculum and definite term of years

that obtain in our colleges afford the student less freedom of con

duct in his studies than he finds abroad, whee®e he ca: take un any

subjects in any order, This difference is perhaps more ap arent than

real, since the FrenchLycees, the Cerman Cymnasi a and the English
Public Schools, all of which are fairly to be classed with many of our

colleges, have definite courses of study, and in our best universi-~

ties almost as great libertv of choice ig found as in those of RFurope.

In our own case at any rate, as I have pointed out in a paper I have

just printed in the July number of the Schoolof Mines Quarterly,

while the younger men follow a curriculum the iniversitipdf Students

and the Special Students,-- who together are coming to form an impor-

tant element in the School,-~ are free to study what they will as they

will,

But what is more important than freedom of conduet is freedom

of mind, and here the methods of class instruction in a school seen to

offer opportunities for independent thinking which as I have shown we

are trying to make the most of, The apprenticeship system naturally

proceeds by preseription and dictation, inspiring a glad obedience by

means of personal influence, It thus achieves an immediate success.

The results perfectly meet the requirements art Snoepton standards of

the day. The student is swept along with a rapidity which surprises

and delights him, The strong currents of the atmosphere which envelops
»



him bear him along to triumpins for which he is hap#ly responsible and

which he sometimes finds it hard to repeat when left to his own resour-

ces in the coldness and calm of his native climate, In class work we

are obliged to rely less upon personsl inspiration and more upon such

ideas as we can embody in methods and systems, hoping as I have said to

make up for what we lose by encouraging independence of mind. The

immediate results may be less brilliant But we look to the ultimate end,

believing that courage and self-reliance are here as elsewhere o—

chief dependence, In the pursuit of these wek prefer, as you have

heard me say before,to proceed by negative rather than by positive pre-

ceptis. We prefer to buoy the rocks, and then let the inexperienced

navigalor sall freely where he will, shaping his own course, rather

than by buoying the channel, to restriet his range and deprive him of

this larger experience, for which the assurance of a saf@ and speedy

rassage 1s no sufficient compensation,

This is indeed only to prefer self direction to implicit

obedience, It is the Protestant way as opposed to the Catholic, the

English rather than the Continental, the American rather than the Fu—

ropean, the democratis rather than the imperial, the Greek rather then

the Romdn, atl3

111. The analyRgtic and formalof elass instruction have
thus in our economy necessarily replaced looser and more personal meth—

cds, ®f and we are disposed seduously to profit by the opportunities they

offer to foster independence of character, even at the cost of immed—A lato - MoT Torn aadpedrtndArson/late success. These two ideas .are already working together to es-

tablish and fix habits ana traditions whieh mey ultimately become char-

acteristic of the School, A third characteristic, whieh iy persisted

in may become an equally important element in determining the spirit

“a tpt WJ ols Ge halie o* Lhuty endWann —a. . "
So ata Ny



and temper of the place, we have drifted into very much by aceldent, ou)

Now.yf find, rather to our surprise, that there is a conspicous alhsence-

of an element that other people in other places have esteemed a chief

factoYin their work, We perceive that we sre meking singularly little

use of the incentives whieh, in Paris and London seem to be considered

indespensible auxiliaries iw-getting-good-werk, Ve have neither the

money prizes which are so numerous in England, nor the series of medals,

mentions and other personal distinetions whieh play so conspicous a

part in France, It is ndt at all elear as vet whether we gain or lose

the most by this abstenbions The gains and losses are so different

in kind that it is not easy to baigne them against each other, The loss~

es are obvious, Our men lose the exeitment and enteriaimment of the

race-course and those of them at any rate who are in the running lose

an incentive to do their best. They can hardly be expected to show their

Paces on the commen road, Yet it may be said that roadsters are real-

ly the most useful animals, that they have a more wholesome training,

and that the best of them show a very pretty pace. The best work of

our best men is something that neither they nor we need be ashamed of,

Moreover the work of the next best men, and 20 Vay down to the foot

of the class, is singularly near it in excellence, and it may be doubted

whether a prize to the winner, though it might ineite the favorites to

greater exertion, would not equally discourage the men who had no hope

of securing it, Any sueh discouragement is greatly to be deprécated in

the earlier vears of study. Many of the best men develop slowly, others

suffer unduly from the lack of early advantages. Such men ought not

to be disparaged or disheartene@ by comparison with their more for-

tunate or quicker-witted companions, Competition, I know, is the life

of trade and men never can tell how they really stand until measured

10



against their fellows. But two-year-olds had better be kept off the race-track, Judah fois ads we Phin ; Wain FayCod” io a. rsaLinoI question too whether even for the men who most profit by |

it, the men who are spurred to 2 supreme effort, the experience is al-

together a wholesome one, Stimulants are apt to create an apetite Tor

stirmilantg, Its a bad thing not to be able to do ones best,"10 do

onesself justice',-— except under artificial conditions. Schools cer

tainly, one of whose main duties is to foster good habits, should ap-

peal to the permanent motives of condugt and train men to successes that

they can mateh any day,in the ordinary condition of their powers. We

certainly, if anybody, can afford to dispense with drams, Archifecture

is about the most entertaining and interesting study in the world. At

any rate nobody who does n't.goneider it has any business to undertake

1t, for it promises little other satisfaction to its practitioners.

It has accordingly given me the most sincere satisfaction to

find the men of our graduating classes, vear by vear, putting in two

or three months of solid work over their Theses, day and evening, veekdays

and Saturdays, just for the sake of doing what they have undertaken to

do as well as they could do it, with no external incentive whatever.

They knew that any half dozen respectable drawings that they could make
would be accepted, and esd they would get their degrees, LT was

all that would happen whatever they did. There were no prizes, no aca-

demic honors, no personal distinctions of anv sort, Nevertheless the

whole class, the men near the foot as well as the men near the head, laid

themselves out flat, as the saying is, and not only one class but half

a dozen in succession, following the example that your own class set,

so that it has become the custom and tradition of the School to strive

to do the most that REQ in dis This has seemed to me a fine sight



“Por the beholders, and to the performers a most wholesome and manly ex—

perience,

I am glad tog, that our society should escape the disturbing

influence of the rivalries, jealousies and suspicions, which however

unreasonable and unnecessary seem to be almost inseparable from such

contentions, at least in this country. In France, where people are more
used to this sort of thing, it may work better, and in the ne

rivalry of the different ateliers serves I suppose to prevent the per—

sonal antagonismsand animosoties that might otherwise even there dis~

turb the peaces Our own conditions are less favorable and I shrink from

the trial. We have hitherto by good fortune managed to maintain a

tolorably equal temper and the calm of our atmosphere has seldom been I

broken by personal jealousies., This is 2 sound and wholesome state of

things, and I think that many of our graduates would be as sorry as
"= I shold be to disturb the  tivion .

Here again there would seem to be a marked difference between

the situation here and that ainls h I suspect it is more apparent

then real. I suspect that in Paris what really keeps them a going is

not the constant Ears of prizea and honors, conspicous as these things

are, but the intrinsic interest of the subjeet in hand and the serious

concern of the best men to do their best, so that in placing our main

reliance upon this we are really at one with serious workers every where.

IT in renouncing the aid of these questionable auxi}liaries we can really

make the School more fit for grown men we need not regret it, nor will our

students,

These differences seem to promise to make our manners and

customs as well as our rules and regulations distinctively unlike those

which have become traditional #n the Ecole, IT we add to this that the

1%



whole Paris system rests upon the existance of the Anciens, that these

exist only in virtue of the Prix de Rome and the Villa Medici, and that
these owe their talue to the patronage of the Yovermment after the

Pensionnaires! return,—-and that we in this eo nitry lack all these things
s—— 11 would seem as if the Bebar) edmivenle as 11 is suited to its

own environment, was too unlike our own scheme, in its nature and con-

aitionito serve as a model for any close imitation, The more we can }

learn from it in regerd to the art itssel@ and its principles, the

better. But in respect to Wx organization and administration it seems

to me that ve must work out the problem for ourselves, and that anv at-

tempt to sccomydate our methods to those is presumably a mistaken one,

Cy
I began this letter in Milton nearly a fortnight sgo. It has

grown on Mm v hands and been continued from time to time 2s opportunity

offered. Hence its somewhat ineconsecutive course. Pray let meknow

how the situation strikes you.



New York, November 8,1897,.

My dear Lefferts:-

1 think that abroad things are often conducted

in the way you have in mind. Students study what they please,

very much as they please, and get their instruction from whom

they please, and often go without any, studying by themselves.

The authorities concern themselves merely with finding out what

they know, by examinations, and certifying to it with some sort

of diploma, This system has obvious advantages, but it has the

disadvantage that it enormously enhances the importance of the

examination.

It naturally follows that there is elther no offi-

cial instruction at all, as is the case I believe in the Lon-

don University, and formerly, so far as concerns Design,

at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, or that the major part of it, at

least, 1s in private hands, as is the way at Oxford and Cam-

bridge, where the teaching is rostly done by private tutors,

and now in Paris, where 1t is still mainly in the hands of

patrons and anciens. In England, where they are anxious to

have the examinations fair, they are extremely burdensome, and

have had a most injurious effect upon the courses of study.

It is complained that it is only the"pass men" ,who do not go in

for honors ,who get anything that can properly be called a liber-

al education. In France, in the Ecole at any rate, they do

not care so much whether the examinations are fair or not, and



| New York, 12/8/1897.

they are perhaps less injurious.

In this eountry a &amp;ifferent schame obtains, the

authorities certifying not so mmeh that the men have profited

by their instruction, as that they have received it. It nat-

urally follows in the first place that they take upon them-

selves the responsihility for ths teaching, and secondly that

they lay more stress upon attendance. This seheme has also ob-

vious Aigadvantages, bunt it has the advantage that it favors a

more amable mode of life, and study for the sake of lsarning,

not for the sake ofmarks and honors.

Which method is really the best, and which set of

evils can be most sasily avolded in praetice, has been much

debated, but it is &amp; question that does not immediately concern
us oF The statutssof the University under which ws are all

working, make punctual attendance at all sxereises as impera-

tive as passing the examinations and doing the preseribed work.

Indesd men who 40 not put in an appearance at the appointed

hours for instruction are not allowed to take examinations at

all.

My own impression 1s $hat the American way is best

in the sarlier and more elementary stages ef study, but that

later a looser system is better. In our Pourth Year according-

ly, and with the Spee¢ial Studenty,most of whom are older, or at

loast more advanced, we adopt a fresr method, as you may read

in my pamphlet, and look mors to results. If we continue to
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weep the attendance? it is r ~ Ter purieses ef reeord than for

mrposes of dlseipline.,
Chev laR 13 WOr ~~ bs done

urda. ETHOS. | |



a 8m very giad to ges your letter; as it explains

what had seemed quite inexplieable. I hope what I say will

also serve to make intelligible and even reasonable, what vou

did not understand in our point of view, and make easier and

more satisfactory the conformity to our expectationsand require-

ments that vou now propose, and which I hope yon will not re-

gret.
I do not think I shall have any occasion to show

your letter, which might be misconstrued, though it seems to me

perfeetly proper after what I had sald. I shall mersly say
that we have come Lo a satisfe Zory under ‘aiding.


